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The first online BIST and VIOP algorithmic trading platform of
Turkey is updated

PRO edition and new design for
ALGOLAB
DenizBank Investment Services Group has launched the PRO edition of
ALGOLAB, Turkey’s first online algorithmic trading platform, with a new
interface and new features.
Thanks to ALGOLAB, investors can now communicate robotised trading orders
on Borsa Istanbul Equity Market and Derivatives Market, enjoying
convenience and saving time in investment decision processes. The PRO
edition of ALGOLAB can be accessed through https://beta.algolab.com.tr/ and
mobile application.
With ALGOLAB PRO edition, Deniz Yatırım customers can sign up/ log in through the platform
without having to be directed via their AçıkDeniz online banking information. Non-customer
investors can register by opening a demo account with their e-mail address.
With the DropCopy Integration feature besides ‘Quick Strategies’, Drag and Drop’ or ‘Coding Editor’,
the PRO edition allows configuration of algorithms based on the size and status of orders realised
at the stock exchange. The new edition also makes it possible to monitor the markets
instantaneously, view detailed information such as depth, buyer-seller and balance sheet data as
well as add specialised orders like Take Profit/ Stop Loss when entering an order.
Offering a distinctive and comfortable working environment to users with dashboards that can be
customised, the platform ensures that Deniz Yatırım customers view their current portfolio, select
the accounts they wish to trade on and receive instant SMS/e-mail notifications for the transactions
carried out.
The platform is open to everyone from experienced investors to those without any experience in
investment. With new indicators added, users will be able to make use of the technical library and
create algorithms in C# programming language without any restrictions, fit to their risk and income.
Bespoke risk and return advice with ‘Captain of My Money’
The ‘Captain of My Money’ integration, which is launched with the Pro edition, a bespoke risk and
return survey is applied, ensuring that users get advice on stocks, mutual funds and pension funds.

Hence investors will automatically manage their portfolio with artificial intelligence, according to
the amount they set.
“We aim for new perspectives for investors with the PRO edition”
Delighted to launch the PRO edition of ALGOLAB to users in this period of time whereby digitisation
is more important than ever, DenizBank Executive Vice President in charge of Private
Banking and Investment Group C. Cem Önenç, PhD., said, “ALGOLAB has pioneered the
algorithmic trading transactions since 2019 and has been used by thousands of users. Now we are
thrilled to say that we have improved the PRO edition of ALGOLAB, encouraged by the positive
developments that the platform provided in both the mobile application and website. We can
observe that ALGOLAB minimises errors in services transforming into bot power with the new
interface and many new features. On the other hand, customers have fast and easy access to such
services as our service quality is enhanced. Developed to improve new strategies and user
experience, the PRO edition aims to ensure that experienced and inexperienced investors carry out
their transactions at any level they like through bespoke dashboards and gain different perspectives
through the platform. We will continue to work to improve the competency of our investors in this
field.”

